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PREFACE 

This monograph, one of a special series on the &viet 
space reeearch program, presents intelligence on astronomy 
with emphasis on the present and future capaUties of Soviet 
astronomers to support the space research program. 

As discussed herein, &viet astronomy as a whole and i ts  
eubfields are revhved and evaluated separately. Further, the 

China to the Soviets is discussed briefiy. For the benefit of 
nontechnical readers, an appendix presents a short general 
explanation of the relationship of astronomy to space research. 
The latest information utilized in this report is dated March 
1969. 

The complete series of 12 monographs on the Soviet 
space research program is listed below. Monographs 11 
through XR are ddgned to support the conclusions found 
in Monograph I, which is an overall evaluation of dgniflcant 
W e t  spw research capabilities. Monograph I will be pub- 
med last. 

8~pport  en by Em- Bloc COUIM~S.~~~ COmmunLet 

Soviet Space Research Program: 
MONO- MONO- 
OnUH TITLE GRAPE mm 

I Estimate1959-74 VIII Ground Support Fa- 
II Objectives iaities 

Iv 8pacevehicles XI AstrmomicalAs~t!3 

III Organization, Plan- IX Space Medicine 
ning, and Control x space BiOlQgy 

v Propulsionsystem X I I  Current S t a t u s  of 
V I  Guidance and Control Progress . 
VII Telemetry, Communi- 

cations, and Recon- 
n ai 8 s a n  ce Instru- 
mentation 
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THE SOVIET SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM 

Al 
MONOGRAPH XI 

TRONOMICAL ASPECTS 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Y 

The soviets are in a position to give strong 
sstronomical support to their space program, 
and they are taking steps to insure that their 
work in astronomy will meet future space re- 
quirements; they are also able to exploit the 
space program for the advancement of astron- 
omy and related sciences, particularly physics 
and geophysics, and thereby derive many 
practical benefits. 

In the Soviet Union, the htronomical 
Council of the Academy of Sci$nceS, USSR, 
plans, organizes, and supervises the astro- 
nomical research of a large and expanding 
network of observatoriss and institutes. Or- 
ganizationally subordinate to the Astronom- 
ical Council is the Interagency Commission 
for Interplanetary Communications, com- 
posed of h i g h - r e g  Soviet scienttfic, tech- 
nological, and military leaders. This commis- 
sion is oaScially charged with the solution of 
problems of the national space research pro- 
gram, the first one of which was the launch- 
ing of artiflcial earth satellites. Sputniks I, 
X I ,  and 111 and other space research rockets 
are ample evidence that the Commission is 

- carrying out its assigned task in a competent 
manner.. 

Soviet astronomy is being expanded rapidly. 
The training program has produced relatively 
large numbers oi well qualified astronomers; 
but observatories are somewhat under- 

equipped because of 8 lag in the construction 
of large and modern instruments. Steps are 
underway to overcome this situation, includ- 
ing plans for new equipment which, if success- 
fully carried out, may result in facilities sur- 
passing those of leading Western nations. 
The Soviets have already made 8igniflcaiit ad- 
vances in the development and production of 
image infrared and otber types of photo- 
electric image converter tubes for astronomi- 
cal use, as well as dUTraction gratings,spectro- 
graphs, and coronographs. Soviet applica- 
tion of television techniques to optical astro- 
nomical observations appears to be another 
promising development, although not an 
original one. 

The Soviets are very competent in practi- 
cally all of the subfields of astronomy having 
direct significance to present and near-future 
space programs, including celestlal mechanics, 
meteor and meteorite research, studies of the 
moon and planets, radio astronomy, solar 
physics, and solar-terrestrial relations. Soviet 
dstronomep have achieved outstanding ac- 
complishments in several other su&fiel& 
comet &h, cosmogony, positional astron- 
omy, stellar photometry, time research, and 
variable star- efudies--most of which are of 
potential signiflcance to long-range space 
plans. The Soviets appear to be weakest in 
the area of stellar physics, a subfield of little - 1 
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direct signiAcance to space research. They 
are handicapped somewhat by the lack of a 
permanent astronomical observatory in the 
Southern Hemisphere. Steps to remedy this 
situation may be expected. 

The current progress and high potential of 
the U8SR in celestial mechanics and radio 
astronomy are especially significant and could 
lead to future Soviet leadership in theae flelds. 
Recent Soviet emphasis upon research on the 
moon and planets points to a well coordinated 
program to furnish astronomical support to 
the national space program. 

In the application ai optical astronomical 
techniques to the tracking of sateUtes and 
other space vehicles, the Soviets are very com- 
petent. They have shown considerable re- 
sourcefulness in adapting their astronomical 
telescopes an& aerial reconnaissance cameras 
to rocket and satellite tracking, but they lack 
a world-wide optical system comparable in 
quality and extent to the U.S. Baker-Nunn 

camera network. Recently the Soviets have 
ceased their efforts to purchase U.S. tracking 
cameras. There are indications that they are 
working on. plans to produce improved instru- 
ments of this type. "here is no evictace that 
they possess large versatile fully+teerable 
parabolic radio astronomical telescopes com- 
parable to those of the West. Instead, the 
Soviets seem to be more dependent upon non- 
astronomical radio and radar tracking tech- 
niques. Satellite observations from foreign 
countrfes, including the Uated States, have 
been of considerable assistance to the Soviets. 
Communist China and the European Bloc 

countr@s support the Soviet space program 
by satellite observations and some theoreticsl 
b d  technological work. Communist China 
is rapidly expanding its astronomical fa- 
cilities. East Germany, Czechoslovakia, and 
Poland, in the order named, have the highest 
support capabilities in the SineSoviet Bloc 
at present. 

DI'SCUSSION 

REVIEW OF TOTAL SOVIET ASTRONOMICAL 
EFFORT AND CAPABlLlTlES TO SUPPORT THE 

SPACE PROGRAM 
Background 
From 1917 tO.the 1930's astronomy in the 

USSR was conducted on an uncoordinated 
basis. In the 1930'9, a reorgsnfiation of sci- 
ent& research b k  place, and planned edu- 
cational programs were established. Foreign 
books were translated into Russian for use 
as texts, and shortly thereafter the Soviets 
were producing their own educational Utera- 
ture. Both World Wars caused great destruc- 
tion of astronomical facilities. Within the 
past several years the Soviets have fully re- 
built the observatories destroyed in World 
War 11 and have inaugurated large effective 
astronomlcd training and research programs. 
Administration of Soviet A8tronomy 
In the USSR, astronomical research is 

planned, organized, and supervhed by the 
Astmnomical Councfl of the Academy of Sci- 
ences, USSR. The Council, composed of lead- 
ing scientists, appears to be a powerful body 

2 -86.6pfT- 

with the full backing of the Soviet government 
and with a large and expanding network 01 
observatories and research institutes undei 
its direction.' p.l*e-l*o (See appendix B.) 
Administration of the Soviet 
Space Research Program 
The Astronomical Council, through its sub 

ordinate organization, the Interagency Cam. 
mission for Interplanetary Communfcationr 
(ICIC) , apparently plays a leadhg role in the 
Soviet space program. The ICIC, formed ir 
1954 or earlier, is made up of outstanding 
scientists from the fields of astronomy, mathe, 
matics, physics, geophysics, and chemistry 
as well as specialists from the fields of en@ 
neering, computers, automatics, communica 
tions, ordnance and rocket technoIogy. (Set 
appendix C.) The name8 of such memben 
as Sedov, Kapitsa, Blagonravov, Pobedono 
stsev, and Masevich, if not lrnown abroad pre 
vioyly, have become familiar to most person 
interested in space activitiesPp.T There is I 
possibility that the ICIC wields such infiuenc 
and power that it is practically independen 
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of its parent organization, but the number of 
&ronomers among ita members probably r e  
d t s  in close coordlnstion of the rocket pro- 
grams with the Asfmmomlcal Council. The 
mtary is well represented on the Commis- 
sion. 

The ICIC is charged 0 5 W y  with the solu- 
tion of p b l a  in a~tronauticS. According 
to the statement announcing the formation 
of the ICIC, its flrst taak was to organize the 
work of building a “laboratory in space” (a 
reieamh satellite) .a D.)WM The first three So- 
viet Sputniks and other research rockets pre- 
spted ample evidence that the commission 
is carrying out its assigned task in a capable 
manner. 
Magnitude of Soviet A8hnomical mort 

The Soviet astronomy program is being ex- 
panded at an increasing rate by the govern- 
ment. Training programs have been enlarged 
and the number of applicant8 for advanced 
degrees in astronomy is increasing. In late 
1058, thie stafTs of Soviet observatories were 
approximately five or six times as large a8 
those of any other nation. The staff of Pul- 
kovo Observatory, largest in the USSR, is esti- 
mated to number about 400 people, in con- 
trsStt0 the etapI of mme 60 to 60 persons at 
the largest U.8. observatorp. Soviet observa- 
torlea are 0verstaITed in relation to present 
instrumental research facilities. As a result, 
many of the young astronomers are working 
on rbutine rather than dgniflcant astronomi- 
cal problems. Recent emphasis upon new 
equipment (see next section) indicates that 
the Soviets are taking steps to remedy the 
present situation.’ 9.3-a 

Since the lO5O’a over 5,000 Soviet papers 
and books on astronomy have been published. 
This number represents approximately 25 per- 
cent df the world total of astronamical publi- 
cations. Soviet publications in astronomy 
have bem appearing at an ever increasing 
rate since World Waf IL* P.* 
S i ~ c n l l t  Instnuncnt.I 
Developments and Plans 

.. . 
The Soviets have announced .plans for two 

large‘ new teleswp. One, a 102-inch re- 
flector of 33-feet focal length, will be lnitalled 
at the ‘ crlmean ~Astrophgslcsl Obwvatory, 

near the village of Parfhnskoye (about 20 
miles southwest of Smieropol’, 44”58‘N, 
311°0S9). According to Soviet reports the 
telescope, being made by the State Optical 
Institute, Leningrad, will be “one of the most 
precise instruments of our times.” A tower 
aa high aa a logtory building with a dome 
66 feet in diameter is under construction to 
h o w  tbe teleswpe.4 soviet plans call for 
the completion of the installation by the end 
of 1059.’ The 6econd large Soviet telaope, 
planned to be the largest in the world, is “in 
the early stages of consideration.” In August 
1058, surveys of possible sites were reportedly 
being started in mveral locations, including 
centra! Asia. Present p4ns call for a 238- 
inch (&meteas) instrument to be completed 
by 1075. &me reporb have indicated that 
rather than use glass, the Soviets will use a 
stainless steel mirror, polished with chrome 
oxide and coated with 

There is little doubt that not only science 
but national pride and prqpaganda interests 
are being eerved by the Soviet plans for large 
telescopes which, if successfully completed, 
will just exceed in &e the famous 100- and 
200-inch U.S. telesco+, the latter the largeat 
in the world. 

In the fleld of Facti0 astronomy, the Soviets 
have grandhe plans also, including a pro- 
posed radiotelescope antenna 5,281 feet in- 
diameter, consisting of a circular array of 400 
tiltable elements, each 66 x 08 feet in size. 
The proposed antenna would be modeled after 
the much publici& Pul&ovo radiotelescope, 
iW often reported erroneously as the largest 
in the world.@’ 

Another Soviet claim concerning plans for 
the construction of the largegcale model of 
the present Pulkovo radiotelescope gives its 
proposed collecting area as 100,000 square 
meters (as contrasted to 240,000 8q-e meters 
in other reports) for operation on ZO-centi- 
meters wavelength at a location in the Cau- 
cams, probably at the branch Mountain Sta- 
tim of Pulkovo near Kislovodsl~.~~ Just haw 
seriously the Soviets are considering this an- 
teana has not been determined. If completed, 
its 8ir;e would be enormous, and it would rep 
resent a scientific and engineering achieve- 
meat of considerable magnitude. &me alter- 
ations in the design of a Pulkovcttype antenna 

’ 
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would permit satellite and space vehicle track- 
Jng. Such an arrangement might be more 
powerful but less versatile than the large fully 
steerable paboloidal radiotelescopes avail- 
able or planned in the West. 
Foreign delegates to the 10th General As- 

sembly of the International Astronomical Un- 
ion (IAU), Moscow, 13-20 August 1958, noted 
that the Soviets had achieved a highly ad- 
vanced development of photoelectric image 
converter tubes. These tubes, on small optical 
telescopes, were producing results comparable 
with the best obtainable in the United States 
with much larger instruments according to 
some reports. Some of the Soviet image tubes 
were obviously coptes of Western develop 
ments, but the better tubes had a unique fea- 
ture, a mica Window." These tubes had the 
advantage of qhnplicity and practicaIly un- 
limited Me. But they had the disadvantage 
of somewhat low resolution. The Soviets have 
displayed excellent photogra$hs of the infra- 
red night sky spectra obtained from spectro- 
graphs using special image tubes constructed 
by V. I. Kras~vskiy.'~~~ 

Other significant aatronomicf$l instrumental 
developments noted in the USSR in recent 
months include the production of highquality 
diffraction gratbgs and spectrographs.6 1s 18 

At the EQatn Astronomical O b s ~ t o l ' y ,  Pul- 
kovo, the achromatic coronograph appeared 
to have advantages over Western instruments, 
and the application of television techniques 
reduced the exposure t h e  required for pho- 
tography with optical telescopes, the latter a 
promising but not an original Soviet develop- 
ment." e~ 

Soviet emphasis on p&ed large and mod- 
ern astronomical instnupenti reflects their 
present deficiency in this respect as compared 
with leading Westem nations. In the past, 
the Soviets have had to depend upon Western 
data from large Wmments, and they have 
conceptrated upon thepry rather than obser- 
vational work. bck  of large and modern 
instruments has cawed the USSR to lag in 
such fields as std4-r spec%r~S~opy, photometry, 
and tlae study of faint extra-galactic light. 
Their, progress in aatronomical instnunenta 
tion laas been SurprWgly rapid in. the past 
year 'or 80 and .promises to *plcLoe them in' la 

much stronger position within a few yesrs.la lT 

(&e ale0 section on Astronomical and Satel- 
lite Tracking.) 
'Overall CapnbUUes to 
Support the Space Program 

In an assessment of the capability of the 
Soviet Union in astronomy, the fact that as- 
tronomy cannot be distinctly separated from 
some other sciences, such as mathematics, 
physics, and geophysics, must be considered. 
Furthermore, astronomy is dependent upon 
the technology of other areas of research, such 
as instrumentation and computation. In 
such a situation, cooperation or coordination 
of the work in different specialities is of great 
'importance; here, the Soviets seem particu- 
larly well orgWed. 
The Soviets have started to place more em- 

pha& on the quantity and quality of instru- 
ments and equipment. In fact, their prog- 
ress within the past few years has been out- 
standing, even though based in large part on 
copying and improving upon Western instru- 
ments and exploiting Western scientific lit- 
erature. It is believed that the effect of im- 
proved instnunentation and the impact of 
many young, competent enthusiastic astrono- 
mers will place the USSR on a par with lead- 
ing westem nations within the nekt 5 to 10 
y e a r ~ . ~ p - *  Conceivably, the Ifoviets could 
forge ahead thereafter. 

Recent events have demonstrated that So- 
viet astronomy is adequate to fill the current 
practical needs of the USSR; and the Soviets 
are known to be taking steps to Insure t b t  
their work in astronomy will meet future re- 
quirements. It is apparent that the Soviets 
are In a position to give strong astronomica 
support to their high-priority space pmgm 
and that they can exploit the space progra 
for the advancement of astronomy and relatc 
sciences, pdcularly physics and geophy 
ics.2 

SPACE SIGNIFICANCE OF SOVIET CAPABll 
TIES IN ASTRONOMY BY SUBFIELDS 

Celestial Mechanics 
The nature of celestial mechanics malu 

knowledge of the'fleld a very valuable am 
to a country engaged in an astronautics pn 

. . . .  ... ..._ . .  . 
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gr-. Knowledge of the laws of motion of 
a vehicle in orbit are necessary for tying in 
w t i i i c  measurements to points in space, 
forecasting the vehicles’ position, planning 
me operation of sciemtifk equipment, deter- 
mining the lifetime of the vehicle, and for 
C&&I geophysical problems, such as reveal- 
ing and accurately defhhg anomalies in the 
earth’s gravitational field and determining 
density distribution in the atmosphere. 

The quality of research on celestial mechan- 
ics in the USSR is good and is considered 
equal to  the quality of work in the United 
states; nevertheless, the USSR has more peo- 
ple of demonstrated abfltty working in the 
fleld and therefore has a greater potentisl for 
sdvsnces. The Soviets have been placing 
emphasis on celestial mechanics since the 
193O’s.p P.6 

In their Institute of Theoretical Astronomy, 
Leningrad, the Soviets have the world’s largest 
institute devoted almost exclusively to celes- 
tial mechanics research. The institute has a 
permanent stafl of from 80 to 100 professional 
and technical p p l e . z ~ o  

In addition to applying and reflning clas- 
sical theory, the Soviets have devoted consid- 
erable eflort to the comparatively new fields 
of stability, variable mass, and capture, as 
well as to new developments in the qualitative 
methods bed in connection with fhe restricted 
threebody problems. This emphasis on new 
flelds an8 methods may develop a Soviet lead 
in some important modern branches of celes- 
tial mechanics.P p-6 

Soviet wokk in celestial mechanics indicates 
a close connection between that activity and 
the space flight plans of the USSR. For ex- 
ample, the Soviets worked intensively froni‘ 
1955 to 1955 in a systematic investigation to 
find satisfactory solutions for the fundamental 
pmblems in the theory of flight to the moon. 
Furthermore, an article published in NQvem- 
ber 1957 by V. A Egorov+ of the Steklov Math- 
ematics Institute, Moscow, entitled “Some 
Questions on the Dynamics of Flight to the 
Moon” disclosed that more than 600 trajec- 
tories were calculated by means of electronic 
computers in order to i3nd solutions to the 
PrOblems (i) of the form and classiAcation - 

‘Also transllterated 88 YegoroV, 

of unpowered trajectories, (ii) of the possi- 
bility of periodic circumflight of the moon 
and the earth, and (iii) of hitting the moon. 
The pap& also dealt with the important ques- 
tion of the effect of the dispersion of initial 
data on the realization of impact or circum- 
fflght.m 91 Egorov’s work, as well as other So- 
viet unpublished celestial mechanics research, 
probably waa utilized in the launching of 
Lunik on 2 January 1959. Lunik, of course, 
was not a complete success as a lunar probe 
but continued on to become the flrst probable 
artificial planet in orbit around the sun. So- 
viet celestial mechanics experts, by their work 
on Sputniks I, II, and III and Lunik, have 
demonstrated that they have the ability to 
apply in a very practical way their theoretical 
knowledge in support of the national space 
Prow-. 
Corneta 

Comets, large uhits of the solar system, gen- 
erally move in very elongated elliptical orbits. 
Comet heads, 01: nuclei, probably consist of 
solid parts, but the tails are made up of very 
small particles, probably gaseous. Possibly 
the most significant aspect of the study of 
comets is to obtain an understanding of the 
physical processes involved in their formation 
and existence that may prove to be of impor- 
tance to basic physics. Due to the vastness 
of space, the avoidance of comets is not a 
serious problem in space flight but the prob- 
lem shouki receive Some consideration. 

The Soviets Clearly lead the world in obser- 
vationhl and theoretical Work on comets. The 
number, extent, and quality of soviet publl- 
cations on this subject greatly exceed those 
of other countries.1 p.ll The only phase of the 
study in which they lag is in spectroscopic 
work. Leaditlg Soviet .workers in the field are 
8. K. Vsekhsviatskiy, S. ‘M. Poloskov, B. Yu. 
Levin, A. D. Dubiago, 0. V..Orlov, and B. A. 
Vorontsov-Vel’iamhov. 
Cosmogony 

Cosmogony, .the study of the origin oi thi 
universe, and its companian. fleld, cosmolagy, 
the study of the character of the universe as 
an orderly 4ystem, probably have little connec- 
tion with astronautics in its present state. A 

‘ 5  
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knowledge of the character of the universe 
beyond the solar system may be useful to 
future space explorers, however, and an under- 
standing of the processes involved in the ori- 
gin of the universe, particularly those involved 
in stellar evolution, could result in advances 
in physics and thus, indirectly, in astronautics. 

The Soviets have made solid contributions 
to the tow progress of cosmology, principally 
through the ef!orts of V. A. Ambertaumian 
and his followers in the fleld of stellar asso- 
ciations and the alleged observational proof 
by Fesenkov and Rozhkovsldy of the forma- 
tion of stars out of dlfluse nebulosity. There 
seems to be no question that the Soviet cos- 
mogonists have put forward a well-substan- 
tiated theory, remarkable in its documentation 
and thorough development. It Wers  from 
theories of Western cosmogonists in having 
a substantial observational bash which is cm- 
stantly being enlarged by systematic efforts. 
The whole structure of AmbarMwhn's theory 
was developed on the basb of Western data, 
but recently a large observational program 
aimed at con!hmtion of the theory was ini- 
tiated at the Crimean Astrophysical Observa- 
tory. Although Ambartsumian's work has not 
been fully accepted by Western astronomers, 
it has elevated him'to a position of high esteem 
fn the profession.' %11 

Meteom and Meteorite8 
The number, location, and size of meteors 

in space are of prime concern to the opers- 
tlons of space vehicles. Both the Unlm 
Stat& and the USSR have included fnstru- 
mentation in their artificial earth satellites 
to measure the frequency and energy of im- 
pacting meteor particles. Meteors enter the 
earth's atmasphere with cosmic velocities and 
produce various phenomena, particularly me- 
teor trails, from which can be derived infor- 
mation r e l a w  to the upper abosphere and 
space. Of special interest is the similarity 
between formulas describing the motion of 
rockets and meteors. Theoretical work on the 
motion of a body of dimlnflPhing mass fs ap- 
plicable to both meteors and rockets. Foun- 
dations of this theory were developed by the 
Russian mathematicifbn Mescherskiy in the 
early ~ ~ O O ' S . ~ P - ~  Meteor and meteorite 

studies may be connected with the recoverable 
capsule or the ICBM reentry problem. At 
present, meteorites are the only cosmic sub 
stances which can be studied by laboratory 
methods, therefore they offer a means of 
studying the chemical content, radioactivity, 
and magnetic qualities of other natural bodies 
in space. 

The Soviets appear to be very active and 
competent in the flelds of meteors and meteor- 
ites and have produced a large body of litera- 
ture. Some of their work is not published 
openly because of its connection or possible 
application to slgniflcant upper atmosphere 
and communications research or rockets and 
missile developments. According to a former 
Soviet astronomer who remained in Germany 
after World War II, his studies of meteors 
were classified secret as early as 1939.' 

Only recently have the Soviets identifled 
programs Within the USSR that are concerned 
with the investigation of meteors by modern 
techniques, such as meteor cameraa and radar, 
It appears that the Soviets have made con- 
siderable progress in the development o! 
equipment, ohe example being 8 very prom. 
fsing meteor camera which may be of imp6r. 
tance in the photographic observation of arti- 
flchl earth satellites. "his devicab described 
in the Soviet Astrtnunnichakiy Zhunral (As- 
tronomical Journal), Volume 35, 1958.t' A 
recently translated 1952 Soviet article reporb 
the development of a highly sensitive meteor 
detection device which has been operating 
since 1948. The author claims good correb 
tion between photographic, radar, and visual 
detection of the passage of a meteor with 8 
short-period, small-amplitude pulse variation 
of the vertical component of the earth's mag- 
netic field, the latter indicated by the meteor 
detection device which consists of 8 large in. 
duction loop, approximately 3,281 feet in di- 
ameter, and a highly sensitive fluxmeter. A 
subsequent Harvard College Observatory ex. 
periment failed to verify this correlation.b8 

Soviet studies of meteorites that have idea 
in territory under the control of the USSR 
have impressed Western observers a8 being 
extremely careful and detailed. Expeditiq 
organized by the Soviet Academy of Scient% 
have been very impressive and expensive. 
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instance, the Academy undertook four sepa- 
rate wcpeditlons between 1047 and 1950 to the 
sib of the sikhote-Aline meteorite which fell 

12 February 1947. Results of work on the 
vast project were being published as late as 
1964. The information uncovered in this 
norough study is similar to that needed for 
the recovery of an ICBM or space vehiclePT 

The leading Soviet workers in the fields of 
meteors and meteorites appear to be V. G. 
F d m ,  1. 8. AstapOVkh, B. YU. LeVin, Ye. 

kovich.1 PJ- *I an Soviet International Qeo- 
physical Year observations of meteors were 
concentrated at Kharkov in the Ukraine, 
Kaean on the Volga, Tomsk in Sibem, and 
stalinabad in Central Asia.- The Soviets 
have publicized their “meteor patrol,” (me 
teor photogrrrphing camera) at Stallnabad 
Astronomical Observatory. The Institute of 
Physics and Geophysics of the Academy of 
Sciences of the Turkmen SSR, Ashkhabad, Is 
another leader in meteor studies whUe the In- 
stitute of Astrophysics, Alma Ata, has recently 
ohgaged in meteorite 8earches.w*1 
Moon and Planeta 

Studies of the moon and planets dealing 
with their motions, the physical character- 
istics of their surfaces, and their internal 
structures are of considerable importance In 
space research and will be of increasing in- 
terest as capabilities are approached for 
manned lunar or interplanetary expeditions. 
Knowledge of the atmospheres of the planets 
is equally important. While many facts about 
the moon and planets have been deduced by 
scientists in the past, it is probable that obser- 
vations from artificial satellites and space 
Probe missiles wlll Increase human knowledge 
considerably before landings are attempted by 
manned apace vehicles. These observations 
will uMlh astronomical and recannaissance 
techniques, such as m systems which tela 
Imter data back to earth. The Moon, Mars, 
and Venus, our nearest large neighbors in the 
solar sgstem, appear to be the most logical tar- 
gets for early visitation; but less UJ known 
about Venus, the nearest planet, than Mer- 
C W .  has resulted from the dense at-. 
mosphere of Venus and other factors. 

L. Krino~, V. V. Fedgnskiy, and K P. Stanw- 

In spite of the fact that the Soviets have 
paid mu* attention to the physics of the 
moon and planets, the major discoveries in 
this area in recent years have been made by 
the West, mainly by the United States. Most 
Soviet activity has been expended in studying 
the surface feat- of the moon and planets. 
Soviet concentration on this work can be ex- 
plained by the fact that such studies do not 
require elaborate equipment and good results 
c811 

There are indications that the Soviets 
stepped up their research on the moon and 
planets recently. Professor Mikhailov, Chair- 
man of the Astronomical Council of the Acad- 
emy of Sciences USSR, in reviewing Soviet 
astronomical work during 1958, said on 21 
January 1959 that Soviet scientists are suc- 
cessfully carrying out “great” research into 
the problems of the moon and Mars. He 
indicated that interesting results have been 
obtained with the aid of spectrophotometric 
observations with the 50-inch reflector of the 
Crimean Astrophysical Observatory. Mikhal- 
lov said that in 1958, Pulkovo and Abastumani 
Observatories for the first time in the Soviet 
Union used thermoelectric methods to meas- 
ure the temperature of the narrow zones of 
the lunar surface and that measurement of 
the polarization of the light of the moon is 
now being carried out. Other progress men- 
tioned includes the fact that Kharkov Ob- 
servatory has begun six-color photography of 
Mars and the discovery by Nikolai Kozyrev of 
volcanic activity on the moon.*p Kozyrev’s 
reported discovery, if verified, will add con- 
siderably to the Soviet Union’s reputation in 
astronomy. 

Systematic photographic observations of 
the moon were reportedly started at Pulkovo 
in 1956, the stated objective being the study 
of irregularities in the earth’s rotation. The 
result of this study may be useful in the solu- 
tion of various problems related to astronau- 
tics. For several years a group of Soviet 

’ astronomers and biologists under Q. A. Tikhov 
.at the Astrobotanical Laboratory, Alma AM, 
has been actively studying the problem of life 
on other planets, prinoipally W s .  Report- 
edly, since January 1958, this group has been 

obtained with small telescopes? Pa0 
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omy in interplanetary voyages, guided mis- 
siles, and rockets.= Some of the leading fig- 
ures in navigational astronomy appear to be 
Colonel M. V. Zakhaxov, A. P. Belobrov, N. Ya. 
Kondrat'ev, A. B. Marinbakh, R. V. Kuni- 
tskiy, and 9. V. Gromov.1 p . 6 ~  

Soviet work on the subject of time has been 
much more extensive, perhaps, than that of 
the entire Western world but the time system 
of the Soviet Union is probably less accurate 
than that of the United States and the United 
Rtngdom. The Soviets have a network of1 
time stations (12 in the UWR alone, plus 
some in the Bloc countries, as contrasted with 
2 in the United States). The ultimate sip 
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working on the problems of supporting 
human beings in sputniks.3 BIO 

All of these activities point to a well coordi- 
nated program to furnish astranomical sup- 
port to the Soviet space program. There is 
little doubt that the Soviet rocket "Lunik," 
launched on 2 January 1959, was intended to 
impact on the Moon or to come closer* than 
it did, considering advance statements by 
Soviet newsgapem** and astronautical ex- 
perts,*** the significance of the name 
Lunik,**** the scientific experiments planned, 
and the metal sphere on board which was 
composed of specially designed and marked 
segments intended to break apart upon im- 
pact and leave evidence of the first rocket t0 
strike the moon.w The Soviets were clever 
enough to change the name of the rocket and 
to cease their emphasis on its lunar research 
mission after it became apparent that the 
desirable proximity to or lmpact on the moon 
had not been achieved. 
Positional Astronomy, Navigational 
Astronomy, and Time Research 

The subflelds of positional astronomy, navi- 
gational astronomy, and time are considered 
together because of their many interrelations 
and thek close connections to geodesy and 
space navigation. The accurate measure- 
ment or calculation of time is necysary in 
both positional and navigational astronomy. 
W three are important in space flight, since 
the location of the launching or takeset point, 
the orbit, the destination, the position of natu- 
ral bodies in apace, and the time factors must 
be known to a high degree of accuracy. 
The Soviets are very strong in positional 

astronomy, which consists of the study of the 
motions of the earth's poles, variations of lati- 
tude and deviations of the vertical, 8s a result 
of a long tradition of work fn the field and the 

*The roclret.reportedly missad the moon by at 
least two mOOn radll. It would have been desirable 
to amroach within one moon radiut+l,080 mtlss for 
6cienWic purposes." 

*+For exam le the Young Communist League . aperMobLovsglZi I(0mSolete and the Soviet Navy's 
kew aper Sovlo akdu Flot of 6 December 1968" &. ~ u r i  Pobedonoataev, &viet sate~te eiwert, 
atatad that on I December 1058 a B o a t  Moon h o t  re&,n 

* *"&unikDD b a colned word, a pla upon the word 
"sputaik" a parently meaning a &e moon or a 
m o a  rrrtaili&. 

8 

niflcance of this extensive netftrork 
dependent upon correlations yet to be 
lished between the variable rate of rota 
the earth and its possible 
geophysical, astronomical, and geod 
nomena. The Soviets have indicated 
they plan to use arWkial earth 
verify the theory of relativity; 
may shed some light on the 
itself. There is some activity in the c 
tion of quartz and atomic 
Soviets claim that their ins 
least as good as that of the 
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pavlov and M. S. Zverev a p w .  to be among 
me ledera in the time research.’ sa@ 

Radio 
astronomy is a relatively new scien- 

-C fidd having its origin in the United 
States and invalvlng the cooperative effects of 
aatronamers and radio englneenr. Prior to 
1955 the Soviets utilized only Western data 
in their published radio astronomid papers 
and even denied that they had rsdiotelescopea 
although there is eildence now that such 
instruments were in operation in the USSR 
at an earlier dahrn 
There are numerous groups of Soviet radio 

astronomers, most of them very active and 
very eager to mass Western efforts. The 
number of people in the USSR working on 
radio astronomy Is believed to be much 
greater than in the United States, perhaps in 
the ratio of 4 to 1. The development of 
Soviet radio astronomy has been in terms of 
work wiQ3 large flxed or semi-steerable tele- 
scopes, rather than with m y  steerable para- 
bolic mirror8 or “dishes,” such as am often 
used in tlie West. The Soviets have at least 
as radio astronomical imtallations.’~~ (See 
appendbi B.) 

The Largest Soviet equipment at present is 
the new interference telescope at the Byura- 
kan A8trophysical Observatory, near Yerevan, 
at the foot of Mount Aragats. The an- 
of the radioWe8Wpe (Ire ”parabolic cylinders” 
with a total receptive area of nearly 48,438 
square feet. The 8oviets claim that soon they 
will increaae thfs to 107,659 square feet. The 
radiotelescope is to be used for ‘*mearch into 
the nature of Fadistion, the dlstribtition in 
space of weak, &rest sources of cosmic radi- 

tab- ation, and ge&al radiation of the sun in the 
n of metric range of radio wave8.” *a 

The second largest Soviet radiotelescope is 
Ph* the much publicized pullrovo installation, con- 
that sisting of an array of 90 reflecting plates about 
o t o  5 x 10 feet each. At present there fs probably 
,- no antenna in the world that can compete 
time With this instrument for making 3- and 10- 
hut- centimeter wavelength measurements of small 
the 80Urces of radio emission on the disk of the 

is at 8un.6’11 Members of the Pullcovo (Main 
Y. N. Astronomical Observatory, Leningrad) group 

are outstanding in their speciality, and the 
intensity of their drive is great, according to 
Western astronomers who have vlslted the 
observatory. The Soviets have a large num- 
ber and a wide variety of other antennas; and 
they have plans for a much larger racliotele- 
scope than any now known to exist or to be 
planned in the world. (See “Significant In- 
strumental Developments and Plans.”) l1 s‘ 

In the field of antenna design and instru- 
mentation for radiotelescop, the 80viets at 
present appear to be behind the United States 
and the remalnder of the West, particularly in 
the design and construction of the very versa- 
tile, large, fully steerable parabolic reflectors 
on astronomical mounts. The Soviets at 
present have no known radio astronomical 
telescopes comparable to the great 250-foot 
fully steerable dish of the University of Man- 
chester at Jodrell Bank, U.R., nor to the 300- 
foot dish planned by the U.S. Air Force, both 
instruments with excellent satelllte tracldng 
capabilitie8.11 

In the field of theoretical radio astronomy, 
the Soviets are extremely competent. I. 8. 
Shklovsldy and V. L. Ginsburg were the pio- 
neers in bold and often correct speculations 
as to the origin and nature of radio waves’ 
from our galaxy and beyond. Their creativity 
is of the highest order.” 

Much of the radio astronomioal research of 
the USSR could have direct application to 
space travel by funishing information on the 
environment through which space vehicles 
must travel and the celestial bodies which 
may eventually be visited or which must be 
avoided. Radio astronomical techniques also 
appear most promising for space communica- 
tions and are useful in satellite tracking. The 
potential physical discoveries of radio astron- 
omy may also play an important part in space 
exploration. Soviet studies of high-velocity 
shock waves in supernovae and other sources 
of cosmic radio emissions, also studies of 
interstellar polarization of light, are con- 
nected with the synchrotron phenomena and 
magnetohydrodynamics which, in turn, are 
closely connected with the problem of con- 
trolled nuclear reactions. These Soviet 
studies could assist in the development of a 
means of propulsion to fit the meeds of space 
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travel, that is, a meam which minimha the 
masses necessary in space vehicles. 
solar pnsrios and solar- 
Terrestrial Relationahips 

Studies of solar physia and solar-terrestrial 
relationships comprise one of the most rapidly 
developing sections of astronomy in the Soviet 
Union. The Soviet8 are studying all aspects 
of these area8, from the theory of solar proc- 
esses to the elTectg of the sun upon the earth 
and its atmosphere. Soviet efzort in these 
areas is expahding in terms of both number 
oi workers and amount of equipment. In the 
period, 1955 to 1857, the Soviets published 
more than 900 papers on solar physics. Many 
of these were trivial, but nevertheless the 
numbers point to considerable emphasis u p  
the study of the sun.* k4 

The USSR has good solar theoreticians. 
The main deficiency has been in the area of 
instrumentation. Even here, Soviet instru- 
mentation is good and is improving both in 
quality and in quantity. The Soviet Sun 
Service, a network of observatories systemati- 
cally studying the 8un according to a regular 
program, is well 0r-d but the quality of 
its equipment is generally below U.S. stand- 
ards. One advantage held by the USSR in 
solar work is it8 great extent in longitude 
allowing Soviet astronomers to follow the sun 
during the major part of a 24-hour period 

A t  the 10th C%neral Assembly of the Inter- 
national Astronomical Union, Moscow, August 
1958, probably the most outstanding new 
result in the field of solar astronomy pre- 
sented at the mew was A. B. Severnyy's 
studies of solar magnetic fields. Hia new 
techniques of mapping flelds in active areas 
has shown that a marked reduction in the 
fleld, and therefore, pnmqably, @ the &ec; 
tric current, takea place during a solar flare. 
The results are In accord with independent, 
though lea8 extensive surveys made by a 
Western ecimti6t.u bvernyy is director of 
the Crimean Astrophysical Observatory, about 
20 miles from Simferopol, which has an ad- 
vanced 8olar observatory and probably the 
only productive magnetograph in the USSR 

(taking into (uxount cooperstian by Bloc 
c0untri.m) .a D.4 

at the present time, though others are under 
construction. Foreign observers have evalu- 
ated the soiar work at Crimes. and at the 
Sternberg Institute, especially in those areas 
leading to the physical understanding of solar 
and associated problems in gas dynamics, 
plasma physics, and other disciplines aa being 
on a par with the work at leading Western 
centers. The Soviet work ha8 been judged 
outstanding in terme of the fertility of the 
minds of the people working in the field in 
producing new ideas and results.181e (See 
also section on Radio Astronomy.) 

Soviet work in solar physics is of consider- 
able dpifkance from the space flight point 
of view, since much can be learned regarding 
solar radiation and the effect of the s u n  upon 
the environment in which space vehicles will 
operate throughout the solar system. Solar 
studies also may result in fundamental physi- 
cal discoveries and in increased knowledge of 
the geophysical processes of the upper atmos- 

Stellar and Interatellrv Astronomy 
As in some other astronomical fields, little 

of direct application to present and near. 
future astronautics is to be expected from 

astronomy. The most promising potential 
benefits to future space flight activities appear 
to be increased information on the dynamics 
and physics of the star8 and interstellar mat 
ter. Increased knowledge of the internal 
physics of the stars, in particular, may lead 
to advances in nuclear physics or develop 
ments of a similar fundamental character 
such a8 the discovery of new source8 of energy 
which may have widespread benefits, includm 
ing those to space m e t .  

Stellar physic8 has been the weakest am 
in Soviet astronopy, primarily as a result a: 
the lack of the great telescopes required fq 
such'studies. The situation ls likely to In 
changed appreciably in the near future, ca 
sidering the present Soviet radio asfronomica 
imagetube, and large optical telescope pr 
grams. The USSR has several able theorel 
cian8 whose attention is concentrated on tho; 
matters, but their contributions up to tl 
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:&&,web have risen to a place of leadership 
.h mat pans. Thud, the USSR has became 
b-mt in.stellar photomew and is the 
kb&- for mriable-star'study, publishing more 

m b l e  stars than the rest of the world 
2&bined. Leading theoread Workers 
.the interpretation of stellar vSriabUQ are 

Vtjrontsov-vel~ov.~ nu 
'a'oher leading Soviet astronomers in the 
field of stellar physics include V. V. SoboleP 
jvhd V. A. Ambartsumlan, the latter probably 
&e mat outetanding.1b" Among the cam- 
petmt. workem in interf$ellar astronamy 
#-e V. I. Kr@sovaldy, V. 0. Fesenkov, P. P. 
Dobronravin, 8. A. Kaplln, and 0. A. 
Shain.' p iww 

Astronomical and Satellite Tracking , 
'The -eta have made rapid progress in 

astronomical optics in the past few years. 
Tspicrl ai the statements made by western 
bcientirb, who attended the Tenth Generd 
Assembly of the Internatioaal Astronomical mm held in Moscow in Auguat 1958, is the 
hll0Wln6, ""he &viet cameras used in astro- 
nomicrl resear& struck me as being extremely 
@labbrats and oi a much more higdy compli- 
cated mechanical and optical nature than I 
Would have considered th- capable of devel- 
bPbg on the basfs of my previov trip and 
hmledge. They have become very sophisti- 
cated in thls field in a surprisingly short 
time."" The Soviet exhibit at the Brussels 

have been for the mbst part based 
&.W--, and primarily U& data.*" 

~ m b n e l d a p o t r e q ~ l a F g t f n s ~ ~ ~ ,  

ss,*V: Kukarkin, P. P. P-wO, and B. A. 

ww1d hk in 1958 showed a verv imDressive 
conection of optical glass. ~ k o u &  one 

Id-' Soviet astronanier admitted that these 
. were exhibition pieces not readily.obtained in 

ta 'the USSR, they clearly demonstrated Soviet 
of capability to produce hi& quality optical 

glass whenever they 80 

be In the USSR, socalled ViaUaI (Moanwatch) 
m-" ~bservat$ona of artificial satellites were 
d, or- by the h n a m i a  council of the 

Academy of rsciences, USSR. I The Soviet pro- 

me to the U.B. -watch program 01"- 
b e  ganised for the utqnatitjnil. ~ p s ~ a i c $  

s ~ -  p-, uader m. A b  &, mm, b Verjr 

Year. The Soviets & that about 3,000 stu- 
dents, instructors, and others-mostly at uni- 
versities-participate in the program at about 
70 st8tiOas. Each station is equipped with 
30 small telescopes (Soviet' Model AT-I*). 
These telescopes, somewhat like the U.S. 
Moonwatch instruments, are & p e r ,  50- 
millimeter aperture, and have a field of Vision 
of nearly 11 degrees. Time signals are broad- 
cast or,telephoned to the stations, but there is 
a program to equip them.with contact chro- 
nometers, 8ystematically checked by radio, 
and to designate the instant of passage on 
magnetic recorders. * 

The visual observations were designed to 
recM within 0.5" to 1.0" and from 0.5 to 1 
second the'positlbn of a satellite. In the ex- 
perience of the Soviet& the error in deter- 
mining the position of the satellite o f h  is 
less thaa lo and the time error at the best 
stations is 0.2 to 0.3 second but is generally 
around 0.5 secqnd.U $9 

The purpose of the visual observations is to 
make an approximate determination of a satel- 
lite's orbit. Pasitions obtained from visual 
observatlw are very useful in the calcula- 
tion of ephemerides. Visual observations 
are cammunfcated by telegraph to the Re- 
search Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism, 
kamsphere, and Radiowave Propagation 
(NIZMIR), near Moscow, where calculations 
are made for the Soviet ephemeris ~ervice.7~ 

Most photographic observations of the early 
satellites were made with very simple cameras. 
Mrs. Masevich exhibited pictures of a simple 
tracking camera which appeared to be worth 
about $250.00. In precision these cameras 
compare with visual observations. The 80- 
viets have concluded, however, that when the 
satellites are sufaciently bright, these cam- 
eras are more reliable than vfsual observa- 
tions. 

In March 1958,24 stations for phatographic 
observation8 of satellltesi were organized. 
Later, this number was increased to at least 
27. The statlone were located mainly at astro- 
nomical observatories and at some visual sta- 
tions equipped with time service. These pho- 
tographic statloxu were equipped with wide- 

I 
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angle air survey (aerial reconnaissance) cam- 
eras of lo-centlmeter aperture, %-centimeter 
focal length, and about SOo field. The Soviets 
had found that by modifying the shutters of 
powerful air survey cameras they could be 
used for photographing satellites brighter 
than the third stellar magnitude. The action 
of the air survey camera shutters 18 recorded 
on a chronograph. These instruments make 
it possible to determine the position of satel- 
lites with an accuracy d about 6 minute8 of 
arc; but, under favorable conditions, greafer 
precision L attalned. The Soviet obervatioxml 
network, including visual and photographic 
stations, enables the USSR to give ephemeri- 
des data on the passage of a satellite with a 
claimed accuracy of lo or 2O.W 70 

The Soviets have reported the use or trial 
&of various other photographic equipment in 
satellite traclsbg work, including meteor pa- 
trol cameras. 

The work of the visual and photo camera 
networks makea it possible tor them to utilize 
some of the adsting long-focus, small visual 
field telescopes of the astronomical observa- 
tories which give greater positioning accuracy. 
Apparently the installabon aflordlng the most 
precise optical measurements of satellite co- 
ordinates is at the Alma Ata mountain observ- 
atory of the Astrophpsics Institute of the 
Academy of Sciences, Kazakh 89% where an 
attachment to the 6O-centimete.r Malautov 
meniscus telwope' has been installed spedi- 
cally for satellite observations. 

edly gives an accuracy of 1 minute of arc and 
0.05 second of time. A Tass broadcast of 18 
July 1058 stated that 20,000 negatives of the 
path of Soviet sateUtes and their carrier rock- 
ets had been obtained up to that d a ~  at Alma 
A ~ . M  aa 40 a t i  

The present apparent limit of Soviet pho- 
tographic equipment is the tracking of satel- 
lites of about third magnltude, which is not 
enough to record U.S. satellites, sometime8 
only of elghth magnitude; also Soviet optical 
tracking facilities do not appear to meet op#- 
mum geodetic requirements for accuracy. 
*This camera haa a reflector 70 x 115 eSntimater8. 

Ita late la 10 x 10 centimeter8 and wrrmda to a 
ifel8 of view of 5' by 6' One degree fxmwponda to 
a0 -eterr on the &e. 

with good epfiemeJrides, this camera report- 

The Soviets have indicated that theh future 
satellites may be provided with artiffcial light 
8ollrce.s as tracking alds.70 7s '1 

The Soviet open literature has cWl@ that 
one of their leading telescope designers, D. 9. 
Bhksutov, has worked out the optics for a 
"high-illumination power camera with a wide 
field of view, specially designed for detenntn- 
ing the wordhates of satellites." Apparcntlp 
they believe this planned satellite tracldng 
camera will be superfor to the U.S. B8ker- 
Nunn cameras, for they have not recently re- 
newed their attempts to purchase one of theae 
U.S. instruments" 48 T1 

Since the overall utility and accuracy of an 
optical tracking system depends upon several 
complex factors, it is difficult to evaluate ab- 
solute progress of the USSR in thfs area 02 
technology. At present the USSR apparently 
has no optical tracking network EIS good or 86 
extensive 85 the Baker-Nunn camera network 
of the United States, but advances in this area, 
especially in fnstrumentation, are to be ex- 
pected in the near future. 

The Soviets have been greatly asststed in 
their orbital determinations by observations 
from statim throughout the world, including 
those from the United States and other West- 
ern countries. A vMbr to the Institute for 
Theoretical Astronomy, in August 1958, found 
that Soviet scienfdsts had at their aiepasal 
some 200 observations a day from which they1 
selected the best 10 to 20 for use in computa-1 
tians. The selections were made on the bad8 
of such comideratlms as where the obeeroe- 
tions were made and by whom. "Moonwatch" 
and preliminarg photographic observations 
were usually used in these orbital &termha- 

observation of 

the use of radio as 

hg.* H4748 The Soviets have several 
astronomical equipment for satellite 
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I ~0 feleacopes which might be 
b 

the# are oi the limited- or non-s-ble type, 
e t  md a appear to be Used OdY fOr SCkIl- 
?. rsaearch. The largest known fully-steerable 
a ~ ~ c m m i c a l  parabolic reflector’in the 
Is ; urn uta dish about 30 feet in diameter. The 
2- I are known to be competent in radio- 
17 wescope design techniquse, but P e r f l y  thep 
ig , not spsc- in the more versatile 
v- , types mast useful for tracldngpurposes. In 
TP the west, the parabolic reflectors developed bp 
se radio astronomers are larger than those used 

in tracking; but there is no evidence 
an I that the -e holds true in the USSRH (8ee 
ral Radio Aetronmy section.) 
rb- The soviets have spoken of 6‘automated ra- 
or ; dar” installations for the prociSe determina- 

tly tion of the elements of the early part of the 
as orwt of their Lunik, or cosmic, rocket, 

3rk launched on 2 January 1959. They have men- 
%a, tioned “highly Sensitive” receivers and “special 
a- aerials with a large Mective surface” which 

insured ’teliable measurements of the tra- 
1 in jectory of the cosmic rocket up to a distance 
a of some 270,000 nauticsl miles. While the re- 
k g  ceiving equipment may have been similar to 

that used in radi~tronomy, the Soviets did 
for not mention radio astronomical techniques.U 

lmd S o a t  scientbta have indicated that Lunik 
carrSed a 8pedal device which transmitted 

bq Wcllcallp to the earth, allowing the absolute 
pasitioa of the rocket in space to be computed 

ma- -UeS.& WS. Masevlch add other Soviet 
,m” scientfsb have claimed that the positions a0 

obtained were mare accurate than those from 
C o n v e n f d o n a l  radio direction-fhding and even 
~ ~ c o p i c  tracking, so that these other ob- 

rime S@~’~ation~ were not used in orbit computa- 
radio UOnS Of Sputnik III and Lunilr, although IIL- 

di0 direction-finding was used as a standby.m nt bY It appears that the Soviets depend largely 
nd on UPaa especially designed electronic tracking 

track- and long-range radio direction-flnding equip 
large m a t  rather than upon regular radio astro- 

nomical equipment for electronic tracking of 
:o&g e e t s  and (See Monographs 
be wt. VI and VIZ for additional information on So- 

C ~ V e r t e d  to tracking purposes, but most of 

bp a combinstian Of radio and radar tech- 

Systems a d  uw their mW&-backing mdsr 

CAPABILITIES OF COMMUNIST CHINA AND 
THE EUROPEAN BLOC COUNTRIES TO GIVE 
ASTRONOMICAL SUPPORT TO SOVIET SPACE 

RESEARCH 
communlrf china < 

The cammunist Chinese are considered ca- 
pable of rendering m e  support to the Soviet 
space eftort, mostly by cooperating in the ob- 
servation of reaearch rocketa and satellltes, 
but with some otha  observational and theoret- 
ical work oi minor importance. Their increas- 
ingly active astronomical programs and their 
plane for enlarged facilities indicate a growing 
capability of more significance in the future. 

Although Soviet assistance has been inval- 
uable in the current astronomical progress of 
Communist China, the Chinese in return have 
furnished observabs of Soviet sputniks and 
have cooperated with the Soviet Union in 
astronomical and radio astron- expedi- 
tions on the Chinese mainland.” 

communist China has several competent 
astnmomers, most of them trained in the 
West. For example, Dr. Chang Yu-che, M- 
rector of the Purple Mountain Observatory, 
Nanking, largest observatory on the Chinese 
mainland, studied at Yerlses Obsemtmy from 
1936 to 1 9 s  and again in 1946 and 1947.Bs 

Present c o m e t  Chinese astronomical 
work includes pl?otographc observations of 
comets and asteroids at Purple Mountain; time 
service at Zi-Ka-Wei Observatory in Shanghai, 
which is equipped with a complete set of 

ments; and cooperative work on the Faint Star 
Catalogue, by Zo8e Observatory, near Shang- 
hai. A new latitude station, equipped with a 
180-millimeter zenith telescope has been es- 
tablished near Tiestsin, and a chrmospheric 
tele8cope to make routine observations of the 
sun in monochromatic light has recently been 
set up in the suburbs of Peiping. Three new 
radio telescopes for solar radiation research on 
2 and 3.2 centimeters and 3 meters reportedly 
were completed late in 1958.m 
A more ambitious project is the establish- 

ment of Peiping Observatory. Its equipment, 
reportedly under constmction, includes a re- 
flecting telescope of 79 hch aperture, a 
600/Q00 millimeter Schmidt camera, and a 
twin astrograph of 4OO-millimeter aperture. 

qUWb clocks and photoelectric w t  inStrU- 



'&"he ypqr 1062 has been .set as the,target date 
c, !for campletion of the obsemtury, which will 
work pr?ncipally in stellar spectro8copy and 
photometry, accordjng_@-pJam. Other itemis 
under consideration are a high dtitude ob- 
servatory on the Tibetan Plateau i& solar ob- 
servations and an observatory in the south for 
&-=a PuVx=l4 
.-There have been persistent rumor8 t@at 

G m w i s t  china may launch 8 sawte in 
the near future. Kuo Mo-jo, Preside?t6f the 
Acadeniy of sciences, reportedly said in May 
1958, 6'Chinese'scientists are aeriouslp 
Sng thesoviet Union's most advanced science 
+d techn&gy 80 that China may launch her 
own Sputnik in the nearest future."" Com- 
munist. China, using i ts own resources, un- 
doubtedly is f a r  from being able to launch a 
sateUte, but the Sop?ets might consider 8tag" 
dgsu& an event from communist cbin~-to 
boo&the prestige Qf thelr aUy.M 

I With Q number of highly qualified as@on- 
om-, a long tradition of research in the field, 
and deveral -weU-known observatori,a, the na- 
tions of tlie Bloc, especially aiyA~ countgiw as 
East Germeiny, caechoslovakia, and Polah@ 
are h'tr  to render support, both pm- 
tical md theoretical, to €he &viet Bpaoo pro- 
'gram; and the Sodeta h v e  taken advantage of 
Bloc astronomical work: 

E& Gemun&-The Heinrich He% Insti- 
€qte'in East Berlin claims Europe's second 
largest (108 foot) steerable paraboloidal radio 
telescope, the dish for wh$h was completed 
about September 1958."O The East Germans 
are well known for their solar, ionospheric, 
and radio wave propagation research and tech- 
noldgy; all of importance to astronautics. ' 

TheEuropePq'Bloc I 
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The Soviets maintain.close contact 

for the 2-meter mirror 

of d u e  in space. 

' PoZund-Poland has 6 a s t m o  
atoriea and at least 2 radio astran 

stellar polarization, particularly from' 
etand$oint of magnetohydrodynamics.'f 

dicate8 t&t their capabilities are 
those of East Germany, Czechosl 
Poland to give astronomical sup 
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.. 
THE RELATION OF ASTR;ONOMY.TO' SPACE.ReSEARCH .. : " 

hlxmomy s receiving increbkedattention 
,in the' throughout the world as a result of the adop 

-1 tion of huge space programs by the 8oviet 
Id prG union and the United States. Successes by 1 item 

o both countries in orbiting artfficfal earth sat- 
msdi.ellites, attempts at launching lunar probes, 
,m and related astronautical venturea have em- 
net& phasbed the fact that space exploration fs now 
facuj possible and will become more feeasible in the 

vakian near future. 
.ged sd The ancient science occupies a unique po- 

i sition in the new space age. Astronautical 
O b w ' ~ .  activities are dependent upon astronomy for 

telq basic support. At the same time, the devdop- 
ment of astronautics should bring about sig- 

h* niAcant advances in astronomy and related 
d small 
mer Observational data Collected by astronomers 
ohem Over the past 8cveral hundred years furnish 
lhb intormation on the environment to be encoun- 
r hifen tered by space vehicles. Where observations 
nn' t h e a r e  lacking, astronomical theories sssist by 
.ab .- Supplyhg estimsteS of the most probable con- 
! astaw ditiona to be encountered. Celestial mechan- 
des inr ics furnishes the bas@ for calculating the 
er than orbib and predicting the motion and position 
'a, and Of artificial earth satellites, lunar prow, aqd 

theother space vehicles. Bimilarly, methods of ' Of *eceletstlal navigation are invaluable in space 
dtawqloitatim. ~ s d i o  astronomical techniques 
m'*3'undoubkdly wUl play an important part in 

Space communications.* Radar astronomy 
wil l  furnish precise measurements of distances 
from the earth or from space vehicles to celes- 

3rest in sciences. 

*On 12 October 1968, radio 8lgnala were trarur- 
mittad from Cape Canaveral, Florida to the NABA/ 
Air Force Pioneer I probe vehlcle which ln turn 
relayed the R e  1M)-foot radio telasco of 
the universltp oi bdancherter, ~ ~ d r e l l  E- 6k.s 
Thh 8iigaincant experiment promkes to ave the 
way for the u# of rpace v ~ d e a  to relay Lorma 
tlon to and from widely setg(vated points on th; 
earth. It rlso em mixes e Importance of the 
radio telempe In +,Erscap+,ia of radio d m  irom - 

;*i : space. 

tial bodiea. Flnally, telescopes b d  other 
conventiaal 6ptIcal mtnmients, whether 
mounted on the earth or on space vehicles, 
will cmtlnue to furnlsh extremely important 
information for all types of space activities. 

The earth's atmosphere, while shutting out 
lncowg radiations harmful to life, at the 
same time presents a severe handicap to as- 
tronomers and even interferes with visual ob- 
servations of celestial bodies.* From an ob- 
servatory in space, it will be possible to study 
the extremely significant infrared radiation, 
f a r  ultraviolet light, X-rays, gamma rays, and 
their celestial sources, including the sun and 
other stars. Studies of solar disturbances and 
the resulting emanations from the sun's sur- 
face may make it possible to understand them 
and to predlct their effects upon long-range 
communications, the weather, and other geo- 
physical phenomena. Other studies which 
wlll be facilitated include (1) the processes of 
superhot and exploding stars; (2) the compo& 
tion of the atmospheres of planets; (3) details 
of the surfaces of other planets, which may 
Mer evidence concerning the possibility of life 
there; (4) the precise shape of the earth and 
its internal composition; (5) the great dust ! 

and gas clouds of the Milky Way, where stars 
have their origin; (6) the origin of the uni- 
verse; (7) the origin, composition, and effects 
of cosmic radiation; (8) the origin, nature, and 
extent of magnetic and gravitational fields; 
(9) albedo measurements; (10) geodetic com- 
putations; and (11) physical experiments 
under the near perfect vacuum, low tempera- 

*The atmomhere ha8 long been one of the m a t  
seriourcpnd apparently imuperablbobstacles to 
rrstronomical reaearch. It8 distorting influence seta 
a llmit to m b l e  telescopic wer and what is er- 
haps even more important, pbl& out almost & of 
the ultra-violet ray8 from space. Indallfng ob- 
urvatorier on the to I of mountdm goes only a 
8hort way to solving &e flrst roblem, and does not 
begin to deal wlth the woon8. The only complete 
answer k to use instruments above the earth'# rt- 
mo8phere." 

I 
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ture conditions of apace. Advances in m y  
of theae fletda may, in turn, facilitate space 
travel. 
Theacientificpotentialitiesof8pWeresearch 

are ZK) great that any attempt to make a pre- 

adequate. Neverthelerrs, tbe eventual discov- 
ery of new wurces of m g y ,  the development 
of new methods ofpropulsloain8pace, and the ' 

liminaq summary of them k likely to be in- 

advancement of nuclear physics through I 

tronomical studiea in @ace are poMiwit 
not overlooked by the USSR. The creation 
the hydrogen bomb waa inltlated in close cc 
nection with an analysis of the method 
whichenergy L generatedin the sun andnta 
The theory USBd in guiding the dwelopment 
the bomb was the same aa that derived irC 
aatrophy8ical studies.' *.L 
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APPENDIX B 
PRINCIPAL SOVIET INSTITUTES AND OBSERVATORIES ENGAGED IN ASTRONOMICAL RESEARCH 

mows mLmm=m 

a m Y -  
O = O p W  

IAmm UmPIIn NU .mOUDIA¶Sm: LooIno1( (LIMPYII.) 
llonltw 

A b 8 8 t d m f l -  Ob- AS,'oaorqlrn88R Mt. guroball, 
c.lObaervatq(M0) m t m y  Abastumani 

( 4 1 O W . ;  5 8 O 2 2 ' E . )  

--Ab 
tlon 

Sb- . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Bfurakan (Byurokon) Astrophynlcal Ob- 
. m p h y a l c a l  oben- servotory 
atoay 
. . .  

Ldagrad . . . . . . . . . . 

z.illyaktylll.tau MtS., 
About 27 km6. irCnn 
AlIlU-Atfb 

luhkbabad, Turlanm 
88R 
(S7OaSW.; aS022'E.) 

m o w  . .  

Ne81 Balru, -bay- 
d%hm S8R 
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(40'20'N.; 44"lE'E.) 
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Nlkolayev Dlvlslon 
(NOWO) 

Navolisorkovrk station. 

Phydca Institute i m d  
P. N. Lebedev (FUN) 

Poltava Oravhetrlc Ob- 
rsivatory (-) 
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. . . . . . . .  
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APPENDIX C 
THE INTERAGENCY COMMISSION F O R  INTERPLANETARY COMMUNICATIONS, USSR 

NAME IIELD8 AFmLIATION I I 
-, Viktor A. A8tronorny; btrophydw Astronomical Observatory, Yerevan State 

B M U U S H E V ,  Nfkolrry P. Aamolny; Mathematilcs &tnrnonical Obnervatory, Yerevan State 

B U ~ V O V ,  AndaIIy A. 

BOOOLYUBOV, NlkoIay N. MathematIcs;myda . . . Joint Irultttute for Nuclear Rmearch; Steklov 

university. 

UIl!VSr&J’. 
Mechsnicrl Eqhmrhg (Design o! a u b  In6titute of Machine Btudia. 

matlcwen~;Roclrets) 

Mathematics Institute. 
BoLKHomov, V i k w  F. Aenwuticsl engin- (jet proplulon) mtarg AIr m m y .  
DVEOBIW, 0. N. . . . .  Aatronmy ( C e l s r r t l o l a )  Shternbug Astronomhl InatitutS, Moscow 

state univessity. 
,WL6ROV, Yu. A, . . .  , :  . . . . . . . . . .  

FRANg--m, D. A. . .  

0INzBuRQ, vitauy L. . . . . . . . . .  
RARPENKO, AMtoliy 0. (sci. 

wm, petr L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

KUICARIUN, Boris v. . . . . . . . . . .  

rnWEhmt=Y) 

KHAYKM,SemrnE. . . . .  . . . . . .  

LAVRENTEV, Mllrhrll A. . .  .I”. . .  

Engineer ................................. 

AsWphydcs; P h m ,  C b d 8 h  (Cam- 
burtlon b t t c d )  . . . . . .  

Radio Aatrolloniy; Phy8lc8, &&ldcd . . . . .  
. . .  

PhNw (Iaw-tsmparature I;1Jrslcs) . . . . . . . .  
Mmmy; Radio dstnmmy; PhyW; 

Aatrollmy .............................. 
Elsctrlcol Englneerhg 

Mathematics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
, I  

Vavilov InatitUte of Physfcsl Problems. 
Maill Astronomical obsemtory, Pulkovo. 

ahternberg Astronomical Institute, MoMxlw 

Steklov Mathematics In8titute; MOECOW State 
’ +university. 

State University. 

LEBEDEV, WGY A, . . . . . . . . . . .  EZ@l~er (Computers) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  InEtltUk? Of P r e C i S i O n  Mechanics Snd Corn- 
pubs Techniques. 

LEVIN, Boris Yu. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Astronomy; aeO~ysics (Meteorlcs) . . . . . . .  c)eophysics Inatitute, Academy o! Sciences. 
LIDOV, M. L.* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Mnthunotics ............................. MOSCOW State UniWrSity. 
MARKOV, A. V. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Astronomy; PhpIc~ (Lunar Studies) . . . . . .  Maln A6trOnOmiCal Observatory, Pulkovo. 
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MABEVICH, Alla 0. Astronomy (Stalk evolution) Bhternberg State ABtranomical Institute, 

OKEIOTBIMBIM, D. Ye. 

PETROV, Borir N. Phyaics (Electromagnetic@ In6tltute of AutOmetlca and T a l m ~ C a .  
PrnOV, aeorgiy I. Aeronautical Engineerhg (Aerohydrody- Moscow State Unlversity. 

POBEDONOW'BEV,YuriyA. Aerodynamic6 (MWIm) Moscow State Unlverslty. 

Mascow State University. 
Aerodynamics (Rocket propulsion) 

PARENAOO, Paw P. Astronomy; Antrophyaics Bhternbug state Astfonosnical InatitUte, 
Moscow State Universfty. 

n-1 

P O ~ V ~ ,  aeorgly I. WYda; En%nesrlng ZhUlrovsLiy Mllitpry Lur A&- 

BEDOV, Isbnid I. (cluinnon) Hganrmechanlos; Ae~rodynalnlw; Mathe- MoecowStateUnfvu8ity. 

STANYUKovIm, Kirlll P. Mathemath; C?mphysh; Antronomy (Ma Moscow Higher Technical 8chool imenl 
matics 

koriteln) Baumpn. 
TIKHONRAVOV, Mikh.ll K Engineer (Roclret d d p )  Academy of Artillery Bcisncss. 
TRAPE!mIKov, vadlm A. Englneering(Instrumentrtion) . Inrtitute oi Automatics and Telmschpnios. 

vANIm, Alduandr P. Phydcs (Combutian Lfnetlcr) . Acadmy of s&Ilcm USSR. 
*An ut lc le  In No- i ZMtW, no. 11, Dm 66, p bll demrlbw LlQt u a %i?lmUfla aa8oalmW' of the OOmmMon. 
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Figure 1. A view of the hrgmt Soviet radiotelescppe, Byurakan Astrophysical 
Observatory (40'10'N.. 44'16'E.). September 1068. 
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Figure 2. &viet meteor patrol came& apparatus, Stsllnbod Observatory (38*30”., 68’45’E.). 



Flgure S. A 70-cm (28-in.) MGIIlscUa tele&copc, Abastumani Astrophysical 
Observatory (41*4S'N., 42'80'EJ.. "his telescope is reported to be a direct 
copy made from planr from a Schmidt telescope which the Soviets obtained 
from the Colliornia Institute of ~echnology in 1948; however, it has a dlf- 
ferent optical design and re-englneemd controls. 
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Figure 4. Chromospheric-photospheric telescope, Uutitute of "brrestrial Matmetifun, 

the Ionosphere and Radio Wave Propagation (NIZMIR) , 3 0  mlles wuth of Moecow. Octo- 
'ber 1957. 
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Figure 6. .Cophasol antenna for wlu research; recording instrument at right. 1-U- 
tute 'of. Terresmal Magnetism, the Ionosphere, and Radlo Wave Propagation (NIZA(IDR), 
SO miles wuth of Moscow. October 1957. 
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Figure 7. Becond largest Soviet radio telescope, Main Astronomical Obxervatory, Pulkovo 
(69'45"., 30'23'E.), December 1957. 
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PTgure 8. Steerable Microwave antennas, Pulkovo (59*45W., 30*25'E.), August 19s. 

Flgure 0. Soviet Vbual (Moonwatch) rtatlon for 'obervlng artificial. earth satellites 
at Lomonosov Pedagogical Institute, Arkhangel. (64'34"., 40*3a'E.). 



Figure 10. Ukrainian satellite tracking team. 8talX membem of Central Astronomical Ob- 
rervatory, Ukrainian Academy of Sdencea, preparing to oberve artificial earth satellite Using 
AT-I teiacopes, October 1967. 

Figure 11. Tranrlt l&rument at Mofn Astronomical 
Observatory, Pulkooo (50*45'N., 30*23'E.), bullt at Munich 
in 1839. 
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Figure 12. A 1-meter stalnle~ stad mirror at h i n  
Astronomical Observatory, Pulkovo (59*4S'N., 30'23'E.), 
Beptember 1958. . 

Flgure 13. Machine dhop, Mein Astronomical Observa- 
tory, Pulkovo (59'45'k., 30*23'E.), September 1958. 



Flgure'll. The Emt oernun sbmeter rteerable paraboloiw radio telerrcopa under construction 
in November 1957. 
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